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A vast archipelago stretching for over 5,000 kilometres and
encompassing more than 17,000 islands, Indonesia is diverse
and fascinating. Its appeal includes traditional cultures, rich
volcanic beauty, tropical beaches and imaginative arts and
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architecture.
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Bali’s beaches, easygoing air and warm hospitality have long
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made it a delightful holiday destination. Its interior is lush and
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green with vast terraced rice fields. Its strong artistic heritage
is evidenced by exquisite batik paintings and intricate wood
carvings. Lombok is less well-known and unique in its Sasak
heritage and culture.
Java plays host not only to the famous Borobudur Temple, an
architectural wonder and UNESCO World Heritage Site, but
also highland retreats, tea plantations, volcanoes and scenic
mountain passes.
Sulawesi’s forested heart protects the regency of Tana Toraja
where hanging graves and cliffs displaying ancestral sculptures
are a vital element of the death-venerating culture.
Hidden Baliem Valley in West Papua has traditional Dani
villages and precarious dangling footbridges crafted entirely
from natural twine.

Sumatra’s wild volcanic landscape offers plenty of
options for trekking while its vast crater lake, Lake Toba,
provides a spectacular backdrop for a few days’ relaxing
on the island of Palau Samosir.
Kalimantan is Indonesia’s portion of the island of
Borneo. Orangutans and proboscis monkeys may be
viewed from traditional boats weaving through the
waters of the Tanjung Puting National Park. Komodo
dragons are the stars on Komodo and Rinca, two of the
very few islands where these massive lizards live in the
wild.

ELECTRICITY LANGUAGE

POPULATION

CAPITAL

256 million

Jakarta

TIME ZONE
Western islands +07:00
Central islands +08:00
Eastern islands +09:00

220V.50Hz

CURRENCY
Rupiah

Bahasa
Indonesia

TRANSPORTATION
Taxi and three-wheeled
becaks (pedal or
motor-powered)

WHEN TO GO

INDONESIA
Apa kabar

O

GREETING
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“Apakabar” simply means “How are you?” and you can
give a slight nod when meeting for the first time, or
simply shake hands.

ETIQUETTE
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- Do remove shoes and hats before entering a temple
- Do dress modestly, despite the heat

JAN

FEB

Feb/Mar: Pasola Festival (Sumba)

MAR

Mar: Nyepi (Balinese New Year)
Mar/Apr: Bali Spirit Festival
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Do

FESTIVALS & HOLIDAYS

WEATHER
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APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

Jul: Kesodo (Kasada) Ceremony

AUG

Aug: Baliem Festival in

- If sitting on the floor, do avoid pointing your feet towards

West Papua

a person or an altar
- Do ask for permission before taking photos of people
- Do use your right thumb to point at things
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Don’t
- Don’t raise your voice or show signs of aggression, as this is
considered extremely rude
- Don’t use your left hand to touch, eat, or hand something
to someone
- Don’t show affection in public
- Don’t make direct eye contact for prolonged periods
- Don’t touch anyone on the head

May: Waisak(Vesak)
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SEP

Sep: Lake Toba Festival (Sumatra)

OCT

Oct: Ubud Writers and
Readers Festival
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